Secrets Of The Mist A Timeslip Romance To
Warm Yo
Thank you unquestionably much for downloading secrets of the mist a timeslip romance to warm yo.Most likely
you have knowledge that, people have see numerous time for their favorite books considering this secrets of the
mist a timeslip romance to warm yo, but stop happening in harmful downloads.
Rather than enjoying a good book in the manner of a cup of coffee in the afternoon, on the other hand they juggled
following some harmful virus inside their computer. secrets of the mist a timeslip romance to warm yo is clear in
our digital library an online entrance to it is set as public hence you can download it instantly. Our digital
library saves in combination countries, allowing you to get the most less latency period to download any of our
books in the same way as this one. Merely said, the secrets of the mist a timeslip romance to warm yo is universally
compatible as soon as any devices to read.
Daughter of the Sea Elisabeth J. Hobbes 2021-12-20 A captivating and page-turning romance perfect for fans of
Christina Courtenay and Barbara Erskine! On a windswept British coastline the tide bestows an unexpected gift...

The Runes of Destiny Christina Courtenay 2020-12-10 'A superb timeslip novel that stands shoulder to shoulder
with some of Barbara Erskine and Diana Gabaldon's finest works'
reader review 'This epic romance is sure
to sweep you off your feet!' TAKE A BREAK Christina's stunning and evocative new dual-time standalone epic
novel, Hidden in the Mists, is available to preorder now! Brimming with romance, adventure and vivid historical
detail, Christina Courtenay does for the Vikings what Diana Gabaldon's Outlander and Clanlans does for
Scottish history. ........................................................................... Separated by time. Brought together by fate. Indulging her
fascination for the Viking language and losing herself in an archaeological dig is just what Linnea Berger needs
after her recent trauma. Uncovering an exquisite brooch, she blacks out reading the runic inscription, only to come
to, surrounded by men in Viking costume, who seem to take re-enactment very seriously. Lost and confused, Linnea
finds herself in the power of Hrafn, a Viking warrior who claims her as his thrall and takes her on a treacherous
journey across the seas to sell her for profit. Setting sail, she confronts the unthinkable: she has travelled back
to the ninth century. Linnea is determined to find a way back to her own time, but there's a connection forming with
Hrafn. Can she resist the call of the runes and accept her destiny lies here... ...........................................................................
Just some of the rich praise for Christina Courtenay: 'Seals Christina Courtenay's crown as the Queen of Viking
Romance' CATHERINE MILLER 'An absorbing story, fast-paced and vividly imagined, which really brought the Viking
world to life' PAMELA HARTSHORNE 'A love story and an adventure, all rolled up inside a huge amount of
intricately-detailed, well-researched history. Thoroughly enjoyable' KATHLEEN MCGURL 'Prepare to be swept
along in this treasure of an adventure!' KATE RYDER 'Highly recommended for lovers of historical romance and
timeslips, it's another absorbing read. 5 stars' GEORGIA HILL 'An amazing page-turner filled with superb historical
detail, it had me gripped from the first page to the last - I absolutely loved it!' CLARE MARCHANT 'Every story
Christina Courtenay spins is better than the last and every world she creates is more real' SUE MOORCROFT
'This book has brought the 9th century world alive to me and made me desperate to read more about it' GILL
STEWART
The Ghost Tree Barbara Erskine 2018-08-23 Before you follow the path into your family’s history, beware of
the secrets you may find... The new novel from the Sunday Times bestselling author.
Keep You by My Side Callie Langridge 2018-10-08 An emotional and life-affirming historical saga by a best-selling
author
Beneath the Lake Casi McLean 2015-08-05 Reeling from her boyfriend’s indiscretions at a party, Lacey Montgomery
escapes into the throes of a torrential storm. Her car spins out of control and hurtles into the depths of an icy,
black lake. She awakens in the arms of a handsome stranger, in a place she’s never heard of—thirty-four years
before she was born. Bobby Reynolds is smitten the moment the storm-ravaged woman opens her eyes. Learning the
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truth about her origin does nothing to stop the passion taking root in his heart and leaves him torn between finding
a way to return Lacey to her time and convincing her stay with him. Will the couple be able to discover the key to
a mysterious portal before time rips them apart? Or will their spirits wander forever through a ghost town buried
beneath the lake?
Beneath Cornish Skies Kate Ryder 2021-01-07 Cassandra has always been riddled with self-doubt, but, just for
once, she decides to take a chance on a new beginning and finds herself working for a family in a manor house on the
rugged North Cornish coast. A beautiful romance with a hint of ghostliness.
Summer in a Cornish Cove Kate Ryder 2018-04-01 Set against a gloriously rugged Cornish backdrop, two lives
are about to be changed for ever... The book to fall in love with this summer - perfect for fans of Fern Britton, Liz
Fenwick and Veronica Henry. Oliver Foxley is an acclaimed movie star and global heartthrob. But under the glare
of the spotlight his 'perfect' life - and marriage - is slowly starting to crumble. Cara Penhaligon is a struggling
young Cornish artist, and widowed mother of two children. Life has been unbearably harsh to Cara, but meeting
Oliver might just give her a second chance at the happiness she deserves. As each begins to heal the other, the pieces
of Oliver's frustrating jigsaw puzzle effortlessly fall into place. But as the Cornish summer draws to a close,
Oliver faces the toughest of choices, and no one emerges quite as they were at the start. Previously published as
Cry of the Gulls.
Haunting Experiences Diane Goldstein 2007-09-15 Ghosts and other supernatural phenomena are widely
represented throughout modern culture. They can be found in any number of entertainment, commercial, and other
contexts, but popular media or commodified representations of ghosts can be quite different from the beliefs people
hold about them, based on tradition or direct experience. Personal belief and cultural tradition on the one hand,
and popular and commercial representation on the other, nevertheless continually feed each other. They frequently
share space in how people think about the supernatural. In Haunting Experiences, three well-known folklorists seek
to broaden the discussion of ghost lore by examining it from a variety of angles in various modern contexts. Diane
E. Goldstein, Sylvia Ann Grider, and Jeannie Banks Thomas take ghosts seriously, as they draw on contemporary
scholarship that emphasizes both the basis of belief in experience (rather than mere fantasy) and the usefulness of
ghost stories. They look closely at the narrative role of such lore in matters such as socialization and gender.
And they unravel the complex mix of mass media, commodification, and popular culture that today puts old spirits
into new contexts.
The Phantom Tree Nicola Cornick 2018-09-01 Browsing an antiques shop in Wiltshire, Alison Bannister stumbles
across a delicate old portrait—identified as the doomed Tudor queen, Anne Boleyn. Except Alison knows better.
The subject is Mary Seymour, the daughter of Katherine Parr, who was taken to Wolf Hall in 1557 and presumed
dead after going missing as a child. And Alison knows this because she, too, lived at Wolf Hall and knew
Mary...more than four hundred years ago. The painting of Mary is more than just a beautiful object for Alison—it
holds the key to her past life, the unlocking of the mystery surrounding Mary’s disappearance and how Alison can
get back to her own time. To when she and Mary were childhood enemies yet shared a pact that now, finally, must
be fulfilled, no matter the cost. Bestselling author of House of Shadows Nicola Cornick offers a provocative
alternate history of rivals, secrets and danger, set in a time when a woman’s destiny was determined by the politics
of men and luck of birth. A spellbinding tale for fans of Kate Morton, Philippa Gregory and Barbara Erskine.
The Family Shadow Suzanne Winterly 2021-03-02 A Victorian era murder. A modern-day family researcher. Can
she solve the century old puzzle of a racehorse trainer's death and his wife's disappearance? A dual timeline
historical mystery with long-buried secrets.
Lady of Hay Barbara Erskine 2011-05-31 A story spanning centuries. A long awaited revenge.
Alchemy and Rose Sarah Maine 2021-01-07 A beautiful and sweeping historical novel that takes the reader from
the west coast of New Zealand, to Scotland and Melbourne in the 1870s 'Its portrayal of life in a gold-rush
town is vivid, and Rose's story is absorbing' The Times 'Worth reading for its occasional streaks of brilliance and
insight' Telegraph India 'A epic read . . . a beautifully written, evocative novel that I anticipate you reading and rereading for years to come' Woman's Way 'A gripping page-turner' Woman 1866. Will Stewart is one of many who
have left their old lives behind to seek their fortunes in New Zealand's last great gold rush. The conditions are
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hostile and the outlook bleak, but he must push on in his uncertain search for the elusive buried treasure. Rose is
about to arrive on the shores of South Island when a storm hits and her ship is wrecked. Just when all seems lost
she is snatched from the jaws of death by Will, who risks his life to save her. Drawn together by circumstance,
they stay together by choice and for a while it seems that their stars have finally aligned. But after a terrible
misunderstanding they are cruelly separated, and their new-found happiness is shattered. As Will chases Rose
across oceans and continents, he must come to terms with the possibility that he might never see her again. And if he
does, he will have to face the man who took her . . . Readers love Alchemy and Rose: 'A real rollercoaster of
emotions' 5* reader review 'One of her best yet' 5* reader review 'Both gripping and romantic (quite a combination!)
and keeps you hooked right up to the end' 5* reader review 'One of those books that you need to find out what
happened, but at the same time you don't want it to finish' 5* reader review 'Couldn't put it down, a real page
turner' 5* reader review
Designing Virtual Worlds Richard A. Bartle 2004 A comprehensive resource on the principles and techniques of
virtual world design and programming covers everything from MUDS to MMOs and MMORPGs, explaining how
virtual worlds work, creating games for multiple users, and the underlying design principles of online games.
Original. (Advanced)
Cry of the Gulls Kate Ryder 2015-11-25 To the outside world Oliver Foxley leads a charmed life. Married to the
attractive and independent Deanna, he is a successful, award-winning actor with the world at his feet. However,
Oliver's life is one huge jigsaw puzzle with the pieces never quite falling into place. Battling depression, he visits a
retreat where he meets Sylvie, a single thirty-something who, unbeknown to him, nurtures an unhealthy obsession
with the actor. Cara Penhaligon is a talented, yet, undiscovered artist living simply and quietly in a ramshackle,
cliff-top bungalow on the Lizard Peninsula in Cornwall. Free-spirited by nature, she is slowly coming to terms
with the untimely death of her husband, which has left her raising their two young children on her own. When Oliver
rejects a role in the next sure-fire box office hit in favour of a play touring Cornwall for the summer, he puts into
action a series of events that could not have been foreseen. And when destiny brings Oliver and Cara together he is
powerless against an all-consuming passion that forces him to question the very fabric of his life...

The Shadowy Horses Susanna Kearsley 2012-10-02 "I've loved every one of Susanna's books! She has bedrock
research and a butterfly's delicate touch with characters—sure recipe for historical fiction that sucks you in
and won't let go!"—DIANA GABALDON, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Outlander Archaeologist
Verity Grey has been drawn to the dark legends of the Scottish Borderlands in search of the truth buried in a
rocky field by the sea, in this darkly romantic novel of historical fiction by bestselling author Susanna Kearsley.
The invincible ninth Roman Legion marches from York to fight the Northern tribes, and then vanishes from the pages
of history. When Verity Grey goes looking for them in modern-day Scotland, she may find more than she bargained
for. Her eccentric boss has spent his whole life searching for the resting place of the lost Ninth Roman Legion and is
convinced he's finally found it—not because of any scientific evidence, but because a local boy has "seen" a Roman
soldier walking in the fields, a ghostly sentinel who guards the bodies of his long-dead comrades. Here on the
windswept Scottish shores, Verity may find the answer to one of the great unsolved mysteries of the historical
record. Or she may uncover secrets from the romantic past that were buried for a reason. Fans of historical
romance will be completely transported by The Shadowy Horses, an exquisite novel of Scottish historical fiction.
Also by Susanna Kearsley: The Winter Sea A Desperate Fortune The Firebird The Rose Garden The Splendour Falls
Season of Storms Mariana Named of the Dragon Bellewether
Whiteout Ragnar Jonasson 2017-09-01 THE FOURTH INSTALMENT IN THE INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLING DARK
ICELAND SERIES OVER A MILLION COPIES SOLD WORLDWIDE When the body of a young woman is found dead
beneath the cliffs of the deserted Icelandic village of K lfshamarv k, Ari Th r Arason uncovers a startling and
terrifying connection to an earlier series of deaths, as the killer remains on the loose… ‘Jonasson's books have
breathed new life into Nordic noir' Sunday Express ‘J nasson skillfully alternates points of view and shifts of time
… The action builds to a shattering climax' Publishers Weekly Two days before Christmas, a young woman is
found dead beneath the cliffs of the deserted village of K lfshamarv k. Did she jump, or did something more sinister
take place beneath the lighthouse and the abandoned old house on the remote rocky outcrop? With winter closing
in and the snow falling relentlessly, Ari Th r Arason discovers that the victim's mother and young sister also
lost their lives in this same spot, twenty-five years earlier. As the dark history and its secrets of the village are
unveiled, and the death toll begins to rise, the Siglufjordur detectives must race against the clock to find the
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killer, before another tragedy takes place. Dark, chilling and complex, Whiteout is a haunting, atmospheric and
stunningly plotted thriller from one of Iceland's bestselling crime writers. ‘Traditional and beautifully finessed
…morally more equivocal than most traditional whodunnits, and it offers alluring glimpses of darker, and
infinitely more threatening horizons' Andrew Taylor, Independent ‘Jonasson has come up with a bleak plot and
characters, but his evocation of Iceland's chilly landscape is hard to put down' The Sunday Times Crime Club
Laura Wilson, Guardian ‘A chiller of a thriller' Carol Memmott, Washington Post ‘Required reading' New York
Post ‘Puts a lively, sophisticated spin on the Agatha Christie model, taking it down intriguing dark alleys' Kirkus
Reviews ‘The best sort of gloomy storytelling' Chicago Tribune ‘The prose is stark and minimal, the mood dank and
frost-tipped. It's also bleakly brilliant, although perhaps best read with a warming shot of whisky by your side'
Claire Allfree, Metro ‘A classic crime story seen through a uniquely Icelandic lens … first rate and highly
recommended' Lee Child ‘Ragnar J nasson writes with a chilling, poetic beauty - a must-read' Peter James ‘A modern
take on an Agatha Christie-style mystery, as twisty as any slalom' Ian Rankin ‘Seductive … Ragnar does
claustrophobia beautifully' Ann Cleaves ‘Whiteout, in an excellently smooth translation by Quentin Bates,
leaves a sense of unease and sadness that will linger for quite a while' Ewa Sherman, Crime Review ‘Reading a
Ragnar J nasson thriller can be quite exhausting … though in the pleasantest possible way' Max Easterman,
European Literature Network
Waking in Time Angie Stanton 2017-03-01 Still mourning the loss of her beloved grandmother and shaken by her
mysterious, dying request to _find the baby,” Abbi has just arrived at UW Madison for her freshman year. But on
her second day, she wakes up to a different world: 1983. That is just the first stop on Abbi�s journey backward
through time. Will is a charming college freshman from 1927 who travels forward through time. When Abbi and
Will meet in the middle, love adds another complication to their lives. Communicating across time through a buried
time capsule, they try to decode the mystery of their travel, find the lost baby, and plead with their champion, a
kindly physics professor, to help them find each other again ... even though the professor gets younger each time Abbi
meets him. This page-turning story full of romance, twists, and delightful details about campus life then and now
will stay with readers long after the book�s satisfying end.
The King in Yellow Robert William Chambers 2020-09-28 Toward the end of the year 1920 the Government of the
United States had practically completed the programme, adopted during the last months of President Winthrop's
administration. The country was apparently tranquil. Everybody knows how the Tariff and Labour questions
were settled. The war with Germany, incident on that country's seizure of the Samoan Islands, had left no visible
scars upon the republic, and the temporary occupation of Norfolk by the invading army had been forgotten in the
joy over repeated naval victories, and the subsequent ridiculous plight of General Von Gartenlaube's forces in the
State of New Jersey. The Cuban and Hawaiian investments had paid one hundred per cent and the territory of Samoa
was well worth its cost as a coaling station. The country was in a superb state of defence. Every coast city
had been well supplied with land fortifications; the army under the parental eye of the General Staff, organized
according to the Prussian system, had been increased to 300,000 men, with a territorial reserve of a million; and
six magnificent squadrons of cruisers and battle-ships patrolled the six stations of the navigable seas, leaving a
steam reserve amply fitted to control home waters. The gentlemen from the West had at last been constrained to
acknowledge that a college for the training of diplomats was as necessary as law schools are for the training of
barristers; consequently we were no longer represented abroad by incompetent patriots. The nation was
prosperous; Chicago, for a moment paralyzed after a second great fire, had risen from its ruins, white and imperial,
and more beautiful than the white city which had been built for its plaything in 1893. Everywhere good
architecture was replacing bad, and even in New York, a sudden craving for decency had swept away a great
portion of the existing horrors. Streets had been widened, properly paved and lighted, trees had been planted,
squares laid out, elevated structures demolished and underground roads built to replace them. The new
government buildings and barracks were fine bits of architecture, and the long system of stone quays which
completely surrounded the island had been turned into parks which proved a god-send to the population. The
subsidizing of the state theatre and state opera brought its own reward. The United States National Academy of
Design was much like European institutions of the same kind. Nobody envied the Secretary of Fine Arts, either his
cabinet position or his portfolio. The Secretary of Forestry and Game Preservation had a much easier time, thanks
to the new system of National Mounted Police. We had profited well by the latest treaties with France and
England; the exclusion of foreign-born Jews as a measure of self-preservation, the settlement of the new independent
negro state of Suanee, the checking of immigration, the new laws concerning naturalization, and the gradual
centralization of power in the executive all contributed to national calm and prosperity. When the Government
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solved the Indian problem and squadrons of Indian cavalry scouts in native costume were substituted for the
pitiable organizations tacked on to the tail of skeletonized regiments by a former Secretary of War, the nation
drew a long sigh of relief. When, after the colossal Congress of Religions, bigotry and intolerance were laid in
their graves and kindness and charity began to draw warring sects together, many thought the millennium had
arrived, at least in the new world which after all is a world by itself.
Love Among the Thorns Kristine Kathryn Rusch 2019-11-09 The isolated mansion hiding dark secrets and a lonely
heart. The castle with grief and love permeating its walls and influencing its guests. LOVE AMONG THE THORNS
presents eleven contemporary Gothic/paranormal romances with the flavor of the classic Gothics of the 70s and
80s - locations and lives shrouded in solitude and secrecy, mired in mist and mystery, and where the spark of true
love grows from the smallest candle flickering in the wind into a fierce light that drives back the darkness. These
eleven authors looked beyond the traditional wind-rattled Victorian mansions and stately plantation houses
shrouded in moss to introduce us to contemporary Gothic locations hiding in plain sight. In LOVE AMONG THE
THORNS, the fog and forests of the Pacific Northwest cloud your vision, before blowing away to reveal the
wind-swept plains of Montana. The damp of the Louisiana bayou gives way to the glittering lights of Manhattan.
Across the ocean, secrets lie behind the walls of grand estates in the forests of Germany and the windy crags of
Scotland, and danger lurks beneath the deep blue waters of the Mediterranean. In each locale, the sense of things
not being quite right, not quite what they seem on the surface beckons you forward. Whatever the setting or
obstacles placed before the lovers, the stories in LOVE AMONG THE THORNS focus on the relationships that
develop between the characters, bringing them from strangers - or even antagonists - to the point where they leave
the story hand-in-hand, with futures possible only because of the hardships they had to overcome to achieve them.
Includes stories by: Kristine Kathryn Rusch Lisa Mangum J.L Madore Olivette Devaux Tami Veldura Gayle Ann
Williams Melanie Cossey Jadelynn Asher Michele Dean C.J. Mattison Sidney Williams
Cottage on a Cornish Cliff Kate Ryder 2018-10-16 An irresistible Cornish romance, set against a glorious
backdrop of sandy beaches, turquoise seas and windswept cliffs. Perfect for fans of Veronica Henry, Liz Fenwick
and Fern Britton. Famous actor Oliver Foxley has made the most difficult decision of all. He has said goodbye to
Cara, the love of his life, in order to try and bring his family back together. But there's a magnetic pull towards
Cara, and her beautiful home in the Lizard Peninsula in Cornwall, that Oliver can neither deny nor resist...
Heartbroken for a second time in her short life, single mother Cara knows she has no choice but to pick up the pieces
yet again. Then she is given the chance to move to the other side of the world and start a new life. Perhaps a
complete change of scene would help her, and her young family, carry on? Yet her mind, heart and spirit yearn for
the windswept shores of her Cornish Cove... Cara and Oliver face an agonising choice between following
expectations, or following their hearts. How will their story end...? What readers are saying about Cottage on a
Cornish Cliff: 'A gentle love story with a magnificent backdrop' Rosemary Smith, NetGalley. 'Kate Ryder is one of
my all-time favourite authors. These two books I could read again and still feel that special magic all over
again' Michelle Russell, NetGalley. 'Kate Ryder's descriptions of Cornwall are wonderful and she brings the
settings and local characters alive, her own love of the county shining through' Jane Cable, NetGalley. 'I can't
wait to read more from Kate Ryder ... She creates incredible characters that you can't help but fall in love with'
Joanne Dibb, NetGalley. 'I have revelled in this book; everything about it is just so delicious' Grace J Reviewerlady,
NetGalley. 'A second-chance-at-love story. But it is so much more. It's love, loss, joy, with laughter and a bit of
mystery' Nancy Knox, NetGalley.
House of Shadows Pamela Hartshorne 2015-12-03 When Kate Vavasour wakes in hospital, she can remember
nothing about the family gathered around her bed, or of her life before the accident. The doctors diagnose posttraumatic amnesia and say the memories should start returning. Which they do . . . but these memories are not her
own. They belong to Isabel Vavasour, who lived and died at Askerby Hall over four hundred years earlier . . .
Returning to Askerby Hall to recuperate, Kate finds herself in a house full of shadows and suspicions. Unable to
recognise her family, her friends or even her small son, she struggles to piece together the events that led to her
terrible fall. Life at Askerby, it seems, is not as illustrious as the Vavasours would have the public believe. But
before she can uncover the mysteries of the present, she must first discover the truth about the past ... Was
Isabel's madness real, or was her mistake trusting the one person she thought would never betray her?
Platform Seven Louise Doughty 2019-08-20 'Louise Doughty leads her unnerved readers into dark territory.'
Hilary Mantel 'Utterly mesmerizing, with the pace of a thriller and a sense of profound mystery in the most
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ordinary of settings. I was hooked from its start to its nerve-racking, surprising finish' Deborah Moggach The new
novel from Sunday Times bestselling author Louise Doughty Platform Seven at 4am: Peterborough Railway
Station is deserted. The man crossing the covered walkway on this freezing November morning is confident he's alone.
As he sits on the metal bench at the far end of the platform it is clear his choice is strategic - he's as far away
from the night staff as he can get. What the man doesn't realise is that he has company. Lisa Evans knows what he
has decided. She knows what he is about to do as she tries and fails to stop him walking to the platform edge. Two
deaths on Platform Seven. Two fatalities in eighteen months - surely they're connected? No one is more desperate
to understand what connects them than Lisa Evans herself. After all, she was the first of the two to die.
The Forgotten Promise Kate Ryder 2013-12-24 Irish lass, Maddie OBrien, is living an independent, carefree life in
London. She loves her work with a film production company but, as the years slip by, is increasingly aware of a
nagging insistence for change. During a film shoot in Dorset she is inexplicably drawn to a 17th Century cottage
for sale. Although in a semi-serious relationship with Dan, Maddie takes the plunge and exchanges city life for
country living. But all is not what it seems at the cottage and immediately after moving in she experiences visions
and happenings which would have most people booking into the nearest hotel. Not so Maddie; she feels she has come
home. Embracing her new life she soon meets Nick, a local wood sculptor, and despite both being in relationships they
are immediately attracted to each other. But who is Nick and what is it that draws them together? And what is
Maddie's connection with The Olde Smithy? Little by little the cottage reveals its deepest secrets taking Maddie
on a journey of self-discovery back to the dangerous days of the English Civil War, visiting the ghosts of her
past. Slowly her destiny is revealed and it would seem there is more than one restless spirit to appease
A Desperate Fortune Susanna Kearsley 2015-04-07 A New York Times Bestseller! "I've loved every one of
Susanna's books! She has bedrock research and a butterfly's delicate touch with characters—sure recipe for
historical fiction that sucks you in and won't let go!"— DIANA GABALDON, #1 New York Times bestselling
author of Outlander Beloved New York Times bestselling author Susanna Kearsley delivers a riveting novel that
deftly intertwines the tales of two women, divided by centuries and forever changed by a clash of love and fate.
For nearly three hundred years, the cryptic journal of Mary Dundas has kept its secrets. Now, amateur codebreaker
Sara Thomas travels to Paris to crack the cipher. Jacobite exile Mary Dundas is filled with longing—for freedom,
for adventure, for the family she lost. When fate opens the door, Mary dares to set her foot on a path far more
surprising and dangerous than she ever could have dreamed. As Mary's gripping tale of rebellion and betrayal is
revealed to her, Sara faces events in her own life that require letting go of everything she thought she
knew—about herself, about loyalty, and especially about love. Though divided by centuries, these two women are
united in a quest to discover the limits of trust and the unlikely coincidences of fate. Other bestselling books by
Susanna Kearsley: The Winter Sea The Rose Garden The Firebird
Tom's Midnight Garden Philippa Pearce 1998 "Tom is not prepared for what is about to happen when he hears the
grandfather clock strike thirteen. Outside the back door is a garden, which everyone tells him does not exist."-Page 4 de la couverture.

Secrets of the Mist Kate Ryder 2019-09-19 A gorgeous timeslip romance for fans of Kate Mosse, Diana Gabaldon
and Barbara Erskine. Maddie is restless in London. She has friends, a job and a sort-of boyfriend, but something in her
life is missing. Then she visits the ancient village of Walditch, deep in the Dorset countryside. Something stirs in her,
and on a whim she buys a centuries-old cottage and moves there three months later. Her friends think she's crazy,
but for Maddie it feels like coming home. Late at night in the cottage, Maddie hears strange noises and sees mist
gathering indoors and out. When she starts investigating the cottage's history, she becomes drawn into the tragic
story of a family who lived here 400 years ago. Meanwhile, Maddie starts to fall in love with a local carpenter
– but he has a relationship already... Can Maddie solve the riddle of the past? What is her connection with the
family that lived there so many years ago? And can she and her true love ever be together? Previously published as
The Forgotten Promise. What readers are saying about Kate Ryder: 'Searingly emotional, compassionately told
and wonderfully uplifting, this is one book you will remember long after the last page is turned' Julie Bonello,
NetGalley. 'The author has a deft touch in handling emotion – her characters are totally sympathetic and
believable, surprisingly and satisfyingly complex' Anne Williams, NetGalley. 'A fantastic read ... If you are looking
for some heat in these cold days of spring then look no further as this is the book for you. Warmth, romance and
the Cornish breeze flow from these pages' Michelle Russell, NetGalley. 'Absolutely loved it: friendship, romance,
family, scary stalker, wonderfully described scenery, a well written story – what more can one ask for?' Donna
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Orrock, Netgalley. 'Really enjoyed the characters and plot of this book' Jamie Dyer, NetGalley. 'I look forward to
more from this author and maybe get to "visit" the Cornish cove again!?' Sharley Phillips, NetGalley. 'The
storytelling in this book is first class ... The final chapters are heartrending and poignant and maintain Cara and
Oliver's authenticity' Jane Hunt, NetGalley.

Beneath Cornish Skies Kate Ryder 2021-04 Cassandra has always been riddled with self-doubt, but, just for once,
she decides to take a chance on a new beginning and finds herself working for a family in a manor house on the rugged
North Cornish coast. A beautiful romance with a hint of ghostliness.
The Dream Weavers Barbara Erskine 2021-04-15 The brand-new, gripping historical novel from the Sunday Times
bestselling author of Lady of Hay! ‘Warmth, depth, mystery, magic and the supernatural ... such a beautiful book!’
bestselling author Santa Montefiore
The Darkest Hour Barbara Erskine 2019-02-21 From the Sunday Times bestselling author comes an epic tale of
love, passion and heartbreak.
Beyond The Moon Catherine Taylor 2019-06-26 *Shortlisted for the Eharmony/Orion Write Your Own Love
Story Prize What if love could last more than just one lifetime? A haunting and beautiful story of the Great
War, time travel - and choosing the impossible In 1916 1st Lieutenant Robert Lovett is a patient at Coldbrook
Hall convalescent hospital in England. A gifted artist, he's been wounded in WW1. Shellshocked and suffering from
hysterical blindness he can no longer see his own face, let alone paint, and life seems hopeless. A century later in
2017, medical student Louisa Casson has just lost her beloved grandmother. She drowns her sorrows in alcohol only to fall accidentally part-way down nearby cliffs. Doctors fear a suicide attempt, and Louisa is
involuntarily admitted to Coldbrook Hall psychiatric hospital, an unfriendly, chaotic place. Then while secretly
exploring the hospital's ruined, abandoned wing, Louisa stumbles across a dark, old-fashioned room. Inside, lying in
an old iron-framed bed in the dark, is a mysterious, sightless young man, who tells her he was hurt at the Battle of
the Somme - a WW1 battle a century ago. And that his name is Lt Robert Lovett... As the days go by Louisa is
increasingly drawn back to the curious room and its enigmatic occupant - and things become stranger and stranger,
to the extent that she begins to wonder if she really does belong in a psychiatric hospital. But she and Robert feel
a deep and growing connection. Louisa's feelings for Robert pull her deeper into his 1916 world. And meanwhile
Robert is also falling for the fascinating girl he can't see, but who's become the light in his darkness. But clouds
are gathering. Difficult questions are stacking up, and meanwhile, Louisa is keeping something important hidden. Then
the truth comes out. And to save her future with Robert, Louisa must somehow find a way back the past. A past
where the dangers of WW1 threaten to engulf them both. Perfect for fans of Diana Gabaldon, Kristin Hannah, Kate
Morton, Susanna Kearsley, Paullina Simons, Ken Follett and Amy Harmon.
A Stitch in Time Kelley Armstrong 2020-10-13 Escape into this time travel romance series by #1 New York Times
bestselling fantasy author Kelley Armstrong… Thorne Manor has always been haunted…and it has always
haunted Bronwyn Dale. As a young girl, Bronwyn could pass through a time slip in her great-aunt's house, where
she visited William Thorne, a boy her own age, born two centuries earlier. After a family tragedy, the house was
shuttered and Bronwyn was convinced that William existed only in her imagination. Now, twenty years later
Bronwyn inherits Thorne Manor. And when she returns, William is waiting. William Thorne is no longer the boy she
remembers. He’s a difficult and tempestuous man, his own life marred by tragedy and a scandal that had him
retreating to self-imposed exile in his beloved moors. He’s also none too pleased with Bronwyn for abandoning him
all those years ago. As their friendship rekindles and sparks into something more, Bronwyn must also deal with
ghosts in the present version of the house. Soon she realizes they are linked to William and the secret scandal that
drove him back to Thorne Manor. To build a future, Bronwyn must confront the past. * * * * * Keywords: awardwinning novel; time travel novel; time slip; Victorian romance; bestselling author; gothic; second chance at love;
cold-case mystery; haunted house; Yorkshire moors; first in series; no cliffhangers
Shadows of Ladenbrooke Manor Melanie Dobson 2015-06-16 When Heather Toulson returns to her parents’
cottage in the English countryside, she uncovers long-hidden secrets about her family history and stumbles onto
the truth about a sixty-year-old murder. Libby, a free spirit who can’t be tamed by her parents, finds solace with
her neighbor Oliver, the son of Lord Croft of Ladenbrooke Manor. Libby finds herself pregnant and alone when her
father kicks her out and Oliver mysteriously drowns in a nearby river. Though theories spread across the English
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countryside, no one is ever held responsible for Oliver’s death. Sixty years later, Heather Toulson, returning to
her family’s cottage in the shadows of Ladenbrooke Manor, is filled with mixed emotions. She’s mourning her father’s
passing but can’t let go of the anger and resentment over their strained relationship. Adding to her confusion,
Heather has an uneasy reunion with her first love, all while sorting through her family’s belongings left behind in
the cottage. What she uncovers will change everything she thought she knew about her family’s history. Awardwinning author Melanie Dobson seamlessly weaves the past and present together, fluidly unraveling the decadesold mystery and reveals how the characters are connected in shocking ways. Set in a charming world of thatched
cottages, lush gardens, and lovely summer evenings, this romantic and historical mystery brings to light the
secrets and heartaches that have divided a family for generations.
A Time to Change Callie Langridge 2017-09-24 An abandoned English manor transports a young woman back to
the Edwardian era—where love and danger await—in this time travel romance. East Midlands, England, 2013. The
once grand Hill House is now surrounded by a shabby town of pubs and chip shops. As a child, Louisa Arnold was
enthralled by the tragic history of its owners, the Mandeville family. Now, when tragedy strikes her own family,
Lou seeks comfort in the ruined corridors of Hill House—and is suddenly transported back to Christmas 1913. As
a houseguest of the Mandevilles, Lou befriends the eldest son, Captain Thomas Mandeville—a man she knows is
destined to die in the First World War. Moving between the present and the past, Lou does everything she can to
save the man she loves, unearthing murder and blackmail plots in a desperate race against time.
Echoes of the Runes Christina Courtenay 2020-03-05 'Fabulous. Highly recommended for fans of Barbara Erskine
and Susanna Kearsley - and if you want a thumping good read' 5* reader review 'Wow! This book should come with
warning! It's almost as addictive as chocolate!' 5* reader review Winner of the 2021 RNA Romantic Fantasy
Novel Award. Brimming with romance, adventure and vivid historical detail, Christina Courtenay does for the
Vikings what Diana Gabaldon's Outlander and Clanlans does for Scottish history. ***Don't miss Christina's
stunning timeslip novels, The Runes of Destiny and Whispers of the Runes, out now and Tempted by the Runes,
available to preorder now! Search 9781472282729.*** ........................................................................... Their love was
forbidden. But echoed in eternity. When Mia inherits her beloved grandmother's summer cottage, Birch Thorpe, in
Sweden, she faces a dilemma. Her fiance Charles urges her to sell and buy a swanky London home, but Mia cannot let
it go easily. The request to carry out an archaeological dig for more Viking artefacts like the gold ring Mia's
grandmother also left her, offers her a reprieve from a decision - and from Charles. Whilst Mia becomes absorbed in
the dig's discoveries, she finds herself drawn to archaeologist Haakon Berger. Like her, he can sense the past
inhabitants whose lives are becoming more vivid every day. Trying to resist the growing attraction between them,
Mia and Haakon begin to piece together the story of a Welsh noblewoman, Ceri, and the mysterious Viking, known
as the 'White Hawk', who stole her away from her people in 869 AD. As the present begins to echo the past, and
enemies threaten Birch Thorpe's inhabitants, they will all have to fight to protect what has become most precious
to each of them... ........................................................................... Just some of the rich praise for Christina Courtenay:
'Completely magical' NICOLA CORNICK 'A rich, dual-timeline story that totally drew me in' SUE MOORCROFT 'A
fabulous adventure, with characters I loved!' JO THOMAS 'Courtenay's writing brings the past vividly to life,
using dual-period narrative to brilliant effect' Historical Novels Review 'I was compelled to read on as I was
caught up in the adventure, intrigue and romance of the dual timelines' SUE FORTIN 'Sparklingly authentic - and
page-turning' MAGGIE SULLIVAN 'Rich in Viking history...intrigue, adventure and romance' GLYNIS PETERS
'Christina Courtenay weaves the threads of her contemporary and Viking love stories together expertly and the
novel moves along at a cracking pace. The characters are appealing and the rural Swedish setting is engaging'
JUDITH LENNOX
The Silent Touch of Shadows Christina Courtenay 2012-07-07 What will it take to put the past to rest?
Professional genealogist Melissa Grantham receives an invitation to visit her family’s ancestral home, Ashleigh
Manor. From the moment she arrives, life-like dreams and visions haunt her. The spiritual connection to a medieval
young woman and her forbidden lover have her questioning her sanity, but Melissa is determined to solve the
mystery. Jake Precy, owner of a nearby cottage, has disturbing dreams too, but it’s not until he meets Melissa that
they begin to make sense. He hires her to research his family’s history, unaware their lives are already entwined. Is
the mutual attraction real or the result of ghostly interference? A haunting love story set partly in the present
and partly in fifteenth century Kent.
Bellewether Susanna Kearsley 2018-08-07 "I've loved every one of Susanna's books! She has bedrock research
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and a butterfly's delicate touch with characters—a sure recipe for historical fiction that sucks you in and
won't let go!"—DIANA GABALDON, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Outlander From New York Times &
USA Today bestselling author Susanna Kearsley—A magical novel that blends history, forbidden romance and the
paranormal Secrets aren't such easy things to keep: It's late summer in 1759, war is raging, and families are torn
apart by divided loyalties and deadly secrets. In this complex and dangerous time, a young French-Canadian
lieutenant is captured and billeted with a Long Island family, an unwilling and unwelcome guest. As he begins to
pitch in with the never-ending household tasks and farm chores, Jean-Philippe de Sabran finds himself drawn to Lydia,
the daughter of the house. Slowly, Lydia Wilde discovers that Jean-Philippe is a true soldier and gentleman, until
their lives become inextricably intertwined. Legend has it that the forbidden love between Jean-Philippe and Lydia
ended tragically, but centuries later, the clues they left behind reveal the true story. Susanna Kearsley's books
combine the magic of Deborah Harkness's All Souls Trilogy, the remarkable women of Lucinda Riley's Seven Sisters
Series, and the intrigue of books by Simone St. James. Part history, part romance, and all kinds of magic, Susanna
Kearsley's latest masterpiece will draw you in and never let you go, even long after you've turned the last page.
Also by Susanna Kearsley: The Winter Sea The Rose Garden Mariana The Shadowy Horses The Firebird The
Splendour Falls Season of Storms A Desperate Fortune Named of the Dragon
Along the Endless River Rose Alexander 2021-01-14 In the heart of the rainforest, Katharine will fight for her
life and for love 1890: When Katharine and her husband, Anselmo, set sail to Brazil to reap the spoils of the
rubber boom, it seems as if they cannot fail. But when Anselmo dies suddenly on the treacherous waters of the
Amazon, a pregnant Katharine must decide whether or not to continue her husband’s dream, alone. Meanwhile her
sister Mabel is struggling to support their family back in London. Navigating new worlds in the upper class, she
discovers that life as a housemaid has its own dangers, and Mabel soon learns that the whims of men can prove
deadly... Mabel and Katharine must both fight for their futures if they are ever to be reunited. Can they find love
and happiness along the way? A stunning saga of love, betrayal, secrets and family for fans of Dinah Jefferies,
Erica Brown and Renita D'Silva.

On the Edge of Darkness Barbara Erskine 2009-03-13 Stunning repackage of the story of a woman trapped in the
wrong time. Abandoned by her twentieth century lover, she plots a terrible revenge on him and his family.
Undercurrent of Secrets Rachel Scott McDaniel 2021-09-01 Two women, a century apart, are bound by a
haunting secret aboard a legendary steamboat. Walk through Doors to the Past via a new series of historical
stories of romance and adventure. As wedding coordinator for the 100-year-old steamboat The Belle of
Louisville, Devyn Asbury takes pride in seeing others’ dreams come true, even though her engagement had sunk like a
diamond ring to the bottom of the Ohio River. When the Belle becomes a finalist in the Timeless Wedding Venue
contest, Devyn endeavors to secure the prestigious title with hopes to reclaim some of her professional dreams.
What she hadn’t planned on was Chase Jones showing up with a mysterious photo from the 1920s. A century
earlier, Hattie Louis is as untamable as the rivers that raised her. As the adopted daughter of a steamboat
captain, her duties range from the entertainment to cook. When strange incidents occur aboard the boat, Hattie’s
determined to discover the truth. Even if that means getting under First Mate Jack Marshall’s handsome skin.
River of Destiny Barbara Erskine 2012-07-05 From the bestselling author of Time’s Legacy and Lady of Hay comes
a thrilling new novel, River of Destiny, an epic story that spans Anglo Saxon Britain, Victorian Suffolk and the
present day. Perfect for fans of Kate Mosse’s Labyrinth.
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